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Emerging Capital Markets: Proposals and Recommendations for Implementation

For emerging capital securities markets, is the United States' approach useful when determining the structure and components of such markets? Does the U.S. system serve as a panacea for these developing markets or as an inflexible bureaucratic maze to be sidestepped with impunity? Stated succinctly, the answer is that the U.S. model may be useful in certain contexts, but that each emerging capital market should adhere to an approach compatible with its culture and reflective of the costs and efficiencies implicated.

Today, with the continual need for the infusion of funds and the increased competition of obtaining such funds from traditional sources, countries with
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2. Private sources of capital have been reluctant to invest in developing countries' economies as a result of such countries' macroeconomic difficulties, political instability, and/or opaque legal systems. "As a result, the multilateral development banks (MDBs), particularly the World Bank
emerging economies look with ardor to establishing attractive capital markets in order to procure sought-after capital from private sources, frequently from abroad. Countries spanning the globe from continent to continent seek access to a healthful cut of this elusive pie. Even countries within geographic regions join together for this common purpose.

Countries with emerging securities markets are not alone in their quest for inducing the inflow of capital. They compete not only with the supposedly sophisticated securities markets in, for example, New York, London and Tokyo, but also with a host of markets that have strong regional or at least local impact in procuring capital (including, for example, the Singapore, Johannesburg, and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), have had to provide the majority of the capital to these countries. Matthew H. Hurlock, New Approaches to Economic Development: The World Bank, the EBRD, and The Negative Pledge Clause, 35 Harv. Int'l L.J. 345 (1994) (footnote omitted). For further information on the history of the World Bank and its effect on lending to developing countries, see RECOVERY IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD: THE LONDON SYMPOSIUM ON THE WORLD BANK'S ROLE (1985).


4. In 1992 it was estimated that of the 116 low- and middle-income countries reporting to the World Bank Debtor Reporting System, the percentage of Direct Foreign Investment by region was as follows in billions of U.S. dollars: Latin America, 13.8; East Asia, 15.1; Europe and Central Asia, 5.7; Middle East and North Africa, 2.1; Sub-Saharan Africa, 1.3; and South Asia, 0.4. SHIHATA, supra note 3, at 7; see also Michael R. Segit, South Africa Tries to Win Back Investors, WALL ST. J., May 1, 1996, at 1 (although foreign investors are "fleeing," South Africa's economic potential is "huge" and now presents a "buying opportunity").


6. The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) is the most renowned securities marketplace in the world. The NYSE was founded in 1792 and has become the leader in an emerging global marketplace. There are more than 2500 companies from around the world who list their shares on the NYSE. Approximately 51 million Americans own stock in companies or shares in stock mutual funds, and more than 10,000 U.S. institutions with $5 trillion in securities under management have access to and use the NYSE market. NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE FACT BOOK 3, 4 (1994) [hereinafter FACT BOOK].

7. In the United Kingdom there are two markets, the London Stock Exchange and the Unlisted Securities Market. The London Stock Exchange's Official List consists of approximately 2500 companies, including about 500 overseas companies. See DOING BUSINESS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 50, 63 (1994).

8. There are eight stock exchanges in Japan; however, most of the trading occurs on the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE). It represents 87% of the nation's total equity trading volume. The TSE had approximately 1641 publicly traded domestic companies and 125 foreign corporations listed at the end of 1991. See DOING BUSINESS IN JAPAN 38, 52 (1993).
Stockholm Exchanges). As a result, the challenge facing emerging capital markets is daunting.

Emerging markets compete for a finite amount of private investment in an increasingly competitive world. They must persuade astute investors to impart capital in their respective countries rather than in seemingly countless other venues that provide greater comfort. With the availability of readily accessible capital markets having relatively long-standing stability, what benefits can an emerging market offer to attract investors? Key inducements, for example, are: the realistic lure of impressive profit; a relatively stable political climate; liquidity and negotiability of investment; control over one's investment; and regulation that promotes market integrity and ethical business practices (without unduly infringing upon privacy concerns and entrepreneurial creativity). Of course, the reality may be such that the preceding inducements serve merely as platitudes, incapable of effective implementation. Political instability, inexperience with capital markets, and the absence of funding to establish (and maintain) regulatory oversight may prevail. In such event, successfully inducing the inflow of capital may well depend on the ability of such emerging capital markets to persuade investors that substantial profits are likely to be made. Certainly, this task of persuasion is easier in a country such as China as compared to Macedonia.

Needless to say, there is no fixed agenda to which emerging securities markets

9. The Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) is the only stock exchange in South Africa. For more information on JSE, see DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA (1994). The Stockholm Stock Exchange (Stockholms Fondbörs) is the only authorized exchange in Sweden as of 1991, and only a limited number of foreign securities are traded on the exchange. For more information, see DOING BUSINESS IN SWEDEN (1991).

10. The long-standing and well-regulated exchanges reputedly offer desired stability. See FACT BOOK, supra note 6; DOING BUSINESS IN JAPAN, supra note 8.


12. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) formed the International Institute for Securities Market Development (the Institute) to assist countries in building sound regulatory structures. A seminar was held in 1991 for officials responsible for the creation, development, and supervision of emerging securities markets. Seventy-five officials from 32 countries attended. Yugoslavia was among the countries that attended. This country is a prime example of a country experiencing political instability, inexperience with capital markets, and regulatory funding problems. Efforts have been made by Yugoslavia to improve its markets through additional regulation. See James Doty, Capital Market Developments in Central and Eastern Europe: The SEC Perspective, in INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES MARKETS 37 (1991); see also Daniel F. Roules & Chavdar Popow, Bulgaria's Bid to Lure Foreign Investments, 30 MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS No. 2, at 38 (Sept./Oct. 1995).
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must adhere. A la carte serves as the menu of preference. Given different cultures, political climates, and degrees of access to internal and/or traditional sources of capital, each country's realities call for distinct choices.\(^\text{14}\) Hence, rather than designating a "set menu" for emerging capital markets, the more prudent course is to identify those components worthy of consideration. In this endeavor, due to its impact and supposed respect in the world capital markets, the U.S. system is a key source that should be explored.

Irrespective of the contours of the framework ultimately adopted, it must receive approbation by participants in the affected securities market. The system adhered to will be difficult enough to effectuate; skepticism at the outset will reduce such likelihood to virtually nil. Therefore, input, dialogue, and consensus are essential; affected constituencies must "buy into" the framework's sensibility and prospect for success.\(^\text{15}\) Also, skilled draftsmanship in formulating statutes and regulations in this complex area should be top priority. A clearly written statute (accompanied by coherent legislative history) will serve as a valuable resource when the meaning and scope of the statute are later questioned.\(^\text{16}\)

This article analyzes the ingredients that an emerging capital securities market may embrace. In this task, the U.S. framework serves to some extent as a model for possible adaptation as do models from other countries, such as England.\(^\text{17}\) Utilizing this approach, the article addresses several key issues that emerging capital securities markets may wish to consider, namely: (1) the choice between government and self-regulation; (2) personnel and funding needs to enforce the laws and other norms deemed worthy of protection; (3) civil versus criminal governmental enforcement; (4) the merits of a private attorney general approach; (5) opting for a disclosure rather than a merit-based system; (6) facilitating access to and growth of securities markets; and (7) the delicate task of overseeing the activities of financial intermediaries.

Not surprisingly, a number of the foregoing issues are related and should be considered in a unified manner. Given the complexity and wide spectrum of choices facing each respective securities market, the ever-present challenge is to

---

\(^{14}\) "Hungary began this decade with one of the least centralized economies, but the highest per capita debt, in Central and Eastern Europe." Doty, supra note 12, at 10. Many countries like Hungary turn to privatization to promote the development of the private sector by "levelling the playing field" to broaden share ownership so that the public has the tools to save money, and as a means to reduce the government's role in the economy. Hal S. Scott & Phillip A. Wellons, International Finance: Transaction, Policy, and Regulation 967 (1995); G. Spasov, Starting from Ground Zero: The New Bulgarian Securities Act, in Emerging Financial Markets and the Role of International Organizations at 473 (J. Norton & M. Andenas eds., 1996).

\(^{15}\) Examples of this effort were seen when the Institute held a seminar in 1991. In Budapest, "a group of high level Hungarian officials, outside lawyers, an IFc representative, directors of brokerage firms and an SEC staff representative met to discuss the SEC's report. As a result of the meeting, officials of Hungary's Ministry of Justice, with assistance from the SEC, are drafting a package of amendments to Hungarian securities laws." Doty, supra note 12, at 9.

\(^{16}\) See, e.g., Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185 (1976).

\(^{17}\) See Doing Business in the United Kingdom 50-63 (1994).
respond in a cohesive, consistent fashion that adequately addresses the underlying problems cost effectively while not being perceived as either too zealous or too lax by interested parties. To successfully meet this challenge remains an awesome if not impossible task for any capital securities market, let alone an emerging market.

I. Government Regulator or Self-Regulatory Organization?

Irrespective of the sophistication of a particular capital securities market, it is clear that some form of oversight or regulation is appropriate. The options include, for example, (1) a central government regulator having extensive authority; (2) government regulation by means of regional bodies; (3) self-regulation conducted by stock exchanges and/or other self-regulatory organizations (SROs) established to oversee issuers and financial intermediaries (such as brokers, dealers, investment advisers, and clearing agents); and (4) some combination of the foregoing.18

Government regulation along the lines of the United States’ Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) may evoke fear of stringent government regulation that impedes capital formation and entrepreneurial creativity. According to such critics, the resulting bureaucratic maze with its accompanying high transaction costs is a burden that emerging and even more-developed securities markets can ill afford.19

On the other hand, to induce investors to enter these markets, an oversight authority ordinarily must be in place to help engender much-needed confidence in market integrity. Where sharp practices prevail (or are so perceived), mechanisms should be implemented to enforce applicable law and to deter fraud. In such circumstances, much can be said for speaking loudly and carrying a big stick.20

18. In the United States, federal, state, and SRO regulations are all employed. Of course, the underlying circumstances often will dictate the scope of activity of the applicable regulator(s). See LOUIS LOSS & JOEL SELIGMAN, SECURITIES REGULATION (3d ed. 1989); see also Middle East: Credit Rating Agencies in Pakistan, Arab World Will Expand Interest, Confidence in Emerging Debt Markets, 9 INT’L SEC. REG. REP. No. 14, at 5 (1996) (describing that credit rating agencies will be established throughout the Middle East, thus hopefully providing key information relating to company financial performance, both historical and forward-looking).


20. Although Russia had adopted certain regulations to govern the process of privatization, control its emerging securities markets, and regulate brokers, these laws were not effective because the Ministry of Finance did not use its authority to enforce those standards. Despite its authority, the Ministry of Finance did not take proactive measures in the market and, as a result, little enforcement occurred. Brokers receiving licenses had little fear of revocation. Prospectus reviews did not result in meaningful disclosure standards. Therefore, enhancing the Ministry of Finance’s oversight seemed unlikely to bring much additional order to the market. In addition, the Ministry of Finance may have had motives inconsistent with an open market. J. Robert Brown, Jr., Order from Disorder: The Development of the Russian Securities Markets, 15 U. PA. J. INT’L BUS. L. 509, 552 (1995).
those countries where an SRO by custom or law cannot command such presence, a
government regulator is the preferable route.

Regardless of whether a U.S.-type SEC is established or self-regulation or
some hybrid, adequate powers should be provided. Such powers include, for
example, (1) investigatory authority (such as the ability to issue subpoenas de-
manding the production of relevant documents and the appearance of individuals
to testify under oath); (2) enforcement authority enabling the regulator to seek
either directly or efficiently through a different regulatory source remedial relief
(such as injunctions, disgorgement, and the appointment of a receiver) as well
as punitive measures (including civil fines, forfeitures, and criminal prosecution);
and (3) the wherewithal to secure judicial relief (such as criminal contempt) in
the event of a subject person’s noncompliance with an order previously imposed.21

Whether a particular capital securities market opts for a government regulator
or SRO oversight may depend on such factors as the applicable country’s culture,
resources, and level of sophistication in this area. Difficult choices have to be
made. It may be argued that a country with little expertise that seeks to develop
a securities market would be imprudent, from both a cost and efficiency perspec-
tive, to establish a U.S.-type SEC.22 This putting the cart before the horse approach
elevates theory over reality, reflecting waste with little tangible benefit. On the
contrary, it may be asserted with some justification that, unless the prospects
for economic gain are strikingly encouraging, investors outside of the host country
will not enter a market that lacks basic regulatory oversight.23 Hence, in order
to induce the inflow of foreign capital, it may be necessary for a country with
an emerging capital securities market to establish a governmental regulatory
body.24

II. Money and Resources—Seemingly Always a Key Dilemma

Irrespective of a market’s level of sophistication, funding and resources for
adequate oversight pose a continuing dilemma. When demands are high for such

21. See Marc I. Steinberg & Ralph C. Ferrara, Securities Practice: Federal and State
Enforcement (1985 & 1995 supp.).

22. See John J.A. Burke, The Estonian Securities Market Act: A Lesson for Former Republics
United States, Great Britain, and Canada, for example, would be totally inappropriate for Estonia,
given the complexity of their legal systems and the different levels of their economic development.")

23. Poland is a good example of where regulatory oversight and enforcement of applicable
requirements resulted in the success of the Warsaw Stock Exchange. "This appearance of a well
regulated stock market where liquidity is guaranteed by over 400,000 private local investors has
attracted many foreign investors, who often buy and sell shares on the WSE as a hedge." William
C. Philbrick, The Task of Regulating Investment Funds in the Formerly Centrally Planned Economies,
8 Emory Int’l L. Rev. 539, 547 (1994).

24. See Burke, supra note 22, at 551 (observing that for Estonia, "a securities regulatory system
is essential to encourage foreign investment, to provide adequate investor protection, and to minimize
the possibility of corruption").
crucial matters as education, health care, defense, and infrastructure, the zeal for pursuing inside traders and stock manipulators more effectively by appropriating generous funds is not surprisingly chilled. This dilemma is exacerbated for emerging securities markets frequently situated in countries with pressing human and societal demands.

Yet, sufficient funding and resources are key to the success of a securities oversight framework. For example, the most rigorous statutes have little impact if the country lacks funds to hire, retain, and school the requisite number and variety of personnel to competently administer the regulatory regimen. Hence, without the necessary human and financial resources, even egregious violations go undetected and the most elaborate regulatory framework proves futile.25

Therefore, a review of key characteristics in this context is warranted. Clearly, the personnel employed by the subject SRO or governmental body must be competent and qualified. They must have the requisite education and training to administer the pertinent framework. Sending employees abroad to acquire the necessary acumen should be a matter of priority, as should inviting experts from abroad to lend their insights.26 Also, there should be a "critical mass" of employees in both numbers and specialties. In addition to adequate support staff, attorneys, accountants, financial analysts, and investigators should comprise the scene. Personnel alone is not sufficient. Given the ingenuity of those bent on fraud, the requisite technology must be available to the enforcers. Of course, the degree of the technology demanded will depend on the complexity of the particular securities market.

With vigorous investigatory and enforcement powers, competent oversight personnel in both number and specialty, and the use of appropriate technology, much can be accomplished. Nonetheless, the task of attracting and retaining personnel of high caliber remains. Some suggestions are offered. Certainly, employment with the applicable SRO or government regulator should be perceived as a position having respect and status. Salaries (and other compensation benefits) should be set as near as economically feasible to that earned by comparable persons in the private sector. The same holds true for office accommodations. They should be of similar quality as those used by respected professional firms in the host country. To reward those who perform admirably, periodic salary increases and promotion opportunities for more demanding positions should be

25. For example, although South Africa has a fairly detailed insider trading prohibition as well as regulatory personnel to pursue alleged violators, thus far not one prosecution has been initiated. See generally Franso H. van Zyl, South Africa: Insider Trading Regulation and Enforcement, 15 Co. Law. No. 3, at 92 (1994).

26. See Burke, supra note 22, at 578 n.111 (The Estonian Securities Market Act authorized the creation of a Securities Board. The general director of the Board appointed Arno Puskar as the assistant director. Puskar "is on a one year leave of absence from Bankers' Trust where he is a securities analyst." Two other advisors appointed to the Board received training from the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on how to conduct inspections of securities firms.)
made available. And last, the objective of achieving excellent performance should be part of the culture and ethos of the applicable regulator as viewed from both within and outside.27

The foregoing ideals can be actualized only with strong financial support. Put simply, it will "take plenty of money."28 With more pressing personal and societal demands facing countries with emerging securities markets, how can these funds feasiably be raised? A number of sources come to mind. First, a registration fee may be collected when an issuer opts to have an offering of its securities. Second, financial intermediaries, such as broker-dealers and investment advisers, may be required to pay an annual or other periodic registration fee to the applicable body as a condition of doing business. Third, companies and other types of business enterprises may be subject to an annual franchise tax. Fourth, the relevant stock exchange may collect a fee from companies listed on the exchange as a privilege of having their securities traded on such exchange. Fifth, the relevant stock exchange likewise may impose a user fee upon broker-dealers to reflect their engaging in business through exchange facilities. Sixth, the SRO or the government regulator may levy (or seek the levying through court order of) money penalties against securities law violators.29

Collection of sufficient revenues without posing a disincentive for companies and financial intermediaries to enter the applicable securities market is a delicate task. If the charges levied are viewed as excessive, they will induce the relevant players to divert at least a significant amount of their activity to other less intrusive markets. This point becomes accentuated with respect to the imposition of money penalties, which not only may be costly but also carry a stigma to one's reputation.

In light of the personal and societal needs of countries with emerging securities markets, the distinct possibility also exists that the particular government will make use of the fees generated to serve other more-pressing needs. Leaving the applicable SRO or government regulator with meager funding disserves the long-term economic interest of procuring the inflow of foreign capital. By providing an adequate level of funding for the SRO or government regulator to oversee the applicable securities market, there will exist a greater likelihood of instilling investor confidence.

On the other hand, allowing the applicable regulator to be entirely self-funding from the fees and penalties collected creates the risk that a bloated bureaucracy will emerge and that corruption will serve as the order of the day. Tying personnel

salaries and perquisites to the revenues generated is fraught with risk. For example, if the levying of money fines against alleged violators directly redounds to the financial benefit of the enforcers, nonmeritorious cases may be pursued and excessive fines may be assessed. Such an occurrence would be catastrophic to the success of any emerging securities market (except in those markets where the market players, including investors, expect handsome returns).

III. Government Enforcement—Civil versus Criminal

When an alleged violation of the securities laws occurs, should civil and/or criminal enforcement be pursued? To illustrate, the SEC may bring a civil enforcement action seeking a wide range of relief, such as the entry of a cease and desist order, ordering of an injunction, appointment of a receiver, levying of money penalties, imposition of an officer and director bar, and ordering of disgorgement of ill-gotten profits. Moreover, the SEC may institute criminal contempt actions against those who have not obeyed injunctions previously issued.

In addition, the U.S. Department of Justice may criminally prosecute accused violators of the federal securities laws. Hefty criminal sentences of up to ten years' imprisonment as well as severe money fines may be imposed for many violations (for example, for illegal insider trading, stock manipulation, and filing materially false statements with the SEC). Added to the prosecutors' criminal arsenal under U.S. law are statutes that may be invoked in addition to or in lieu of the federal securities laws. These statutes include the federal mail and wire fraud provisions as well as the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).

The state securities laws (or "blue sky" laws) enacted by each of the fifty states also provide for both civil and criminal government enforcement. Indeed, some of the state securities laws are more onerous than the federal statutes. For example, a number of states authorize criminal liability premised on principles of strict liability.

---


31. See, e.g., United States v. Custer Channel Wing Corp., 376 F.2d 675 (4th Cir. 1967).


The SROs in the United States also have significant civil enforcement powers. For example, the stock exchanges may assess censures, bars, and money fines upon broker-dealers and their associated persons who violate the federal securities laws or the respective exchange's rules. An exchange also can delist a security. Moreover, the National Association of Securities Dealers has broad authority to discipline those subject to its regulation.

In contrast to the United States, many countries today, both in emerging and more-developed securities markets, rely chiefly (if not solely) on criminal enforcement. It may be questioned whether this is the most effective approach. Today, in a number of these countries such practices as insider trading are made criminal where less than a decade ago they were viewed as standard fare or at worst a slap against one's reputation. From current experience, it appears at this time that many judges and juries are reluctant to criminally convict supposedly reputable businesspersons for practices that were part of the societal mainstream a short while ago. Indeed, in a number of countries, there have been few if any convictions for illegal insider trading (although the practice continues to occur with some frequency).

Although the climate in the United States points toward increased criminalization of the securities laws, this situation should be viewed from a historical perspective. Insider trading serves as a useful example. Although the major U.S. securities acts were enacted in the 1930s, it was not until the early 1960s that the SEC instituted a key civil enforcement proceeding based on illegal insider trading. A significant appellate court decision based on an SEC civil action was not handed down until the late 1960s. Some ten years later the U.S. Department

---

43. SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833 (2d Cir. 1968).
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of Justice brought the initial criminal prosecutions for insider trading violations.\(^4\) Hence, criminal prosecution was initiated only after successful civil enforcement made clear that the practice at issue was illegitimate from a consensual point of view. Although it seems doubtful that such an enforcement policy was part of a grand strategic plan, the U.S. government’s current success in the criminal arena\(^5\) underscores the merits of this approach.

To buttress this proposition, the heavier burden of proof in a criminal as compared to a civil proceeding perhaps has prompted judges and juries to refrain from criminally convicting based on circumstantial evidence.\(^6\) From a prosecutor’s viewpoint, financial frauds like insider trading or stock manipulation are not necessarily subject to direct evidence; circumstantial evidence often remains essential for a conviction. With some exceptions, prosecutors in the United States have been more successful in this respect.\(^7\)

Stated succinctly, it is not suggested that regulators in emerging capital markets abandon criminal enforcement efforts. Rather, the point is that civil regulatory remedies should be made available and should be invoked on a frequent basis. Successful enforcement actions in civil suits will encourage compliance, stimulate securities enforcement efforts in other contexts, and facilitate a consensual understanding of sanctionable behavior. Criminal enforcement under this scenario would become the “heavy club” to be swung against those deemed sufficiently blameworthy to deserve imprisonment.

IV. Private Attorney General—Public Benefit or Societal Waste?

Today, in the vast majority of countries having securities markets, complex private securities litigation is a rarity. With prohibitions against attorney contingency fees, the presence of a loser-pays structure, and significant barriers to hurdle for initiating class action or derivative suits, this trend (absent modification) will continue.\(^8\)

On the other hand, the private attorney general approach has gained acceptance in the United States. Over thirty years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court emphasized that private suits based on securities law violations were a “necessary supplement”

---

47. See Testimony of Michael D. Mann, Director of SEC’s Office of International Affairs, Concerning the International Antitrust Enforcement Assistance Act Before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopolies, and Business Rights, Committee of the Judiciary (Aug. 4, 1994) (“As a general matter, the Commission’s investigations involve extensive document review and are often predicated on circumstantial evidence gleaned from the documents and from testimony.”). See also SEC v. Switzer, 590 F. Supp. 756 (W.D. Okla. 1984).

WINTER 1996
to SEC enforcement action. With allowance for contingency fees, award of generous attorneys’ fees, recognition of the class action and derivative suit as useful mechanisms to redress investor injury, and application of the general rule that each party (win or lose) bears its own costs, private securities lawsuits seeking damages (as well as other relief at times) proliferate the U.S. legal landscape.

To opponents, many of these suits constitute vexatious litigation or, to use a pejorative term, “strike suits.” The only clear winners, according to these critics, are the attorneys. Annoyed by the time expenditures involved and ill publicity, defendants opt to settle many of these actions. Shareholders receive relatively modest financial recompense. In reaction to these consequences, the United States in 1995 amended the federal securities acts to make such actions more difficult to bring.

In light of the foregoing, should an emerging securities market authorize aggrieved investors to initiate private actions for damages against such persons as directors, officers, broker-dealers, investment bankers, accountants, and attorneys for allegedly engaging in fraudulent practices? The costs of doing so appear unacceptably high. Having such a system in place would present a strong incentive for issuers and financial intermediaries to take their business to more hospitable surroundings. Although investors supposedly would benefit, it is unlikely that the existence of such a regimen would be influential in their decisions of where to provide capital. After all, investors in emerging markets understand that risk is an integral part of the process; generally, so long as the prospect for profit is reasonable and minimally acceptable regulatory standards are effectively implemented, the venture is given serious consideration. In short, investors in these markets ordinarily do not anticipate bringing a lawsuit based on securities fraud in the host country. Rather, if they seek to protect themselves in this context, they do so through contractual warranties, use of arbitration clauses, or the conducting of negotiations or other aspects of the transaction that cause U.S. subject-matter jurisdiction to apply.

Moreover, most emerging capital markets are ill-suited for the type of complex

51. See Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, 421 U.S. 723 (1975) (referring to “the danger of vexatious litigation”).
litigation prevalent in the United States. The particular country's goals of efficiency and satisfying more important needs render such a framework imprudent. When judges and lawyers are not numerous, where their level of expertise on such complex matters is not impressive, and where the citizenry and the government must have expeditious access to the courts in order to resolve vital matters relating to the human condition, the prospect of opening up the floodgates of litigation to redress sophisticated investor woes sounds like utter nonsense.

Nonetheless, there are two key countervailing interests: investor compensation and deterrence of fraudulent practices. Provided that the costs of providing monetary relief to aggrieved investors are acceptable, these interests ought to be pursued. The proper forum for doing so may be in the SRO or civil government enforcement setting, or alternatively, by providing for a framework of arbitration.

In the government or SRO context, the applicable regulator should seek an order of disgorgement of the alleged violator's ill-gotten gains. If so granted, the amount disgorged should be held for the benefit of parties defrauded by the violator's conduct. In this fashion, aggrieved investors will be afforded some meaningful measure of relief without undue intrusion upon the judiciary.

To accomplish this objective in hopefully a more effective manner, consideration should be given to establishing an administrative tribunal within the particular securities authority. Hearing examiners with expertise in securities law and having no relationship with the securities authority would be appointed to decide the cases brought. Depending on the norms of the particular country, appeal to a court from an adverse determination by the hearing examiner may be available. Such appeal may be provided as a matter of right or only if the sanctions levied surpass certain levels of severity. Again, the degree of process accorded, of course, is best left to the customs and norms of the applicable country.

Alternatively, a system calling for arbitration in the event of disputes implicating investor losses may be instituted. Conducted outside of the court system and with the availability of qualified arbitrators, this alternative may provide adequate redress without generating undue burdens on the judicial or administrative process. Depending on the prevailing sophistication and resources available in the applicable emerging market, either of the foregoing models may be adapted for implementation.

V. Regulation of Offerings—Disclosure versus Merit Regulation

In securities offerings conducted in their markets, should such emerging markets opt for a disclosure and/or merit-based approach? In a disclosure framework,

56. See supra notes 22-24 and accompanying text.
all material information normally should be disclosed in the form of written offering materials. This information should include, for example, (1) material historical information relating to such elements as assets, earnings, nature of operations, and managerial self-dealing, (2) the purposes for which the proceeds derived from the offering will be used, (3) reasonably accurate financial statements prepared in compliance with recognized accounting practices and auditing standards, and (4) forward-looking developments, events, and contingencies that are reasonably likely to occur and to have a material financial effect on the enterprise.

By contrast, merit regulation enables the securities authority, even if there is accurate and full disclosure, to prevent the offering from being conducted if it is determined that such offering is unfair, unjust, or inequitable. Such a determination may be reached, for example, if the insiders purchased their stock at extremely low prices or seek to retain inequitable stock options or warrants, or where the planned underwriter "spread" is deemed excessive.60

In the United States, the federal securities laws focus on disclosure. Merit regulation is adhered to by a number of states, perhaps most notably California and Texas.61 By calling for disclosure, however, the SEC nonetheless impacts upon substantive fairness. If self-dealing transactions must be disclosed, the insiders are less likely to engage in such practices. Moreover, if such disclosure of insider dealings reveals unacceptably abusive practices, the investment community will be far less likely to support the contemplated offering.62

For emerging securities markets, it is suggested that a disclosure approach should be adopted to the exclusion of a merit-based system.63 In a number of such markets, the risk exists that adherence to merit regulation will serve as a subterfuge for government assessments of character, integrity, and goodness—a quasi-return, under the guise of capitalism, to the way business used to be conducted in such countries. Such risk should not be undertaken since merit-based regulatory system to one based on a full-disclosure environment.

58. Material information may be defined as (1) such information that a reasonable investor would consider important in the making of a decision to buy or sell or (2) such information that is deemed price sensitive. See Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988); Australian Corp. L. § 1002G, discussed in Bostock, supra note 46, at 172.


61. See Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Merit Regulation of the State Regulation of Securities Committee, REPORT ON STATE MERIT REGULATION OF SECURITIES OFFERINGS, 41 BUS. LAW. 785 (1986).


63. See Burke, supra note 22, at 580 (Estonian Securities Board does not adhere to a merit-based system and Securities Board "reviews the application to ensure the completeness of the information provided"); Malaysia: Securities Commission Pledges to Adopt Full-Disclosure System, 9 INT’L SEC. REG. REP. No. 14, at 9 (1996) (Malaysian Securities Commission plans "to shift its current merit-based regulatory system to one based on a full-disclosure environment").
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regulation’s costs exceed the speculative benefits that might otherwise be received. Clearly, implementation of a market-efficient merit system calls for sophisticated and time-consuming judgments to be made. With efficient allocation of sparse resources a necessity for emerging securities markets, such markets should refrain from indulging in the luxury of a merit-based system.

Nonetheless, adoption of a disclosure approach alone leaves a gap that needs to be filled. Although a disclosure-based system calls for revelation of material insider dealings, such a system fails to address the propriety of even blatantly unfair insider rip-offs. Nonetheless, if attractive profits are anticipated, many astute investors will purchase the subject securities regardless of unfair insider dealings.64

Irrespective of such investor nonchalance, a regulatory system should not stand dormant. Moreover, the problem is exacerbated after the offering is completed, especially when the insiders sell substantial amounts of stock in the offering while retaining a sufficient percentage to retain control over the enterprise. In such a scenario, these insiders would have even greater incentive to unduly benefit themselves at the expense of the enterprise and unaffiliated security holders.

To rectify this abusive situation in a cost-effective fashion, consideration should be given to directing the SRO or government securities regulator to promulgate rules of fair practice to redress egregious misconduct. Such rules, for example, could provide, after a proceeding before an arbitrator or a hearing officer as described above, that the offending transactions be rescinded and that restitution be made. Although such rules of fair practice should be cautiously adopted and invoked, they may serve as a relatively efficient mechanism to discipline insider abuse.65

VI. Facilitating Access to Capital Markets

Facilitating access to initial and secondary capital markets is key to the success of emerging securities markets. Mechanisms should be implemented to allow for the development of attractive markets where issuers, investors, and financial intermediaries are accommodated in a manner that finds acceptance. The balance struck depends on such factors as the type of investor participation (institutional or individual), the applicable market’s realistic attainment of some meaningful degree of sophistication, and the deployment of sufficient resources (in terms of funding, personnel, and technology).

With respect to initial capital markets, three types of offering scenarios are addressed: (1) limited offerings made to a finite number of investors with some investors having financial acumen; (2) offerings made in markets comprised

64. See generally Siegel, supra note 13, at 497.
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solely of institutional (and other presumably sophisticated) investors; and (3) offerings directed at the general public, thereby encompassing the uninitiated.

Depending on the context, the affected market that develops may be either private or public in character. For example, an initial offering made by an issuer to twenty persons normally is private. However, if those persons thereupon sell their interests to 500 different investors, a public market will emerge. Accordingly, that an initial offering is made to few investors does not foreclose the possibility that a public market will eventuate. This prospect affects issues relating to disclosure, market abuse, resale of securities, and regulatory oversight.  

A. "LIMITED" OFFERINGS

Where issuers seek to offer securities to a limited number of investors, questions arise relating to the proper degree of government or SRO oversight. For example, should there be mandated disclosure in this context? Should the issuer's offering statement be subject to review by the regulatory authority? Should there be restrictions on purchasers reselling their securities to avoid the emergence of a public market where a lack of adequate information exists concerning the subject issuer and the securities?

Generally, in a limited offering, unlike one that is public, there is less government or SRO regulation. No disclosure document may be required to be filed with the regulatory authority and, if all purchasers are sophisticated, there may be no mandated delivery of information. Prohibitions against fraud nonetheless should apply in this context. For oversight and fee-generating purposes, a form notifying the regulatory authority of the offering may be demanded of issuers and financial intermediaries.  

Generally, a limited offering may be viewed as having certain characteristics depending on the construction given by the affected emerging securities market. In this regard, such offerings are made to a finite number of investors. That number may be ten, thirty-five, one hundred, or some other number that the regulatory overseer concludes meets capital-raising needs without adversely impacting on market integrity. Nonetheless, at some point, the offering of securities on a widespread basis should signify that the offering is public (rather than limited).

Whether a monetary ceiling should exist for an offering to qualify as "limited" is another issue. For example, an offering is limited under U.S. law in certain

contexts if the amount raised does not exceed $5 million during any twelve-month period. Otherwise, registration of the offering with the SEC is mandated. For emerging capital markets, it may be submitted that a distinction on a monetary basis between limited and public offerings should not be implemented. Rather, more relevant criteria focus on the manner of solicitation (for example, by advertisements in newspapers versus by means of preexisting relationships), number of offerees, and restrictions on resale. Also, irrespective of the monetary amount sought to be raised in the offering, needed revenues can be raised by the regulatory authority assessing fees upon the issuer and financial intermediaries for the privilege of conducting the offering.

If the issuer and financial intermediaries engage in advertising or general solicitation, there is good reason to require that an offering document adequately describing the issuer, the terms of the offering, and the securities offered be timely transmitted to all offerees. Otherwise, promoters will have free reign to "hype" the offering, creating a "hot issue," and thereby condition members of the public to purchase the securities without their being privy to sufficient information. Because the prospect for fraud is greater in this setting, it may be prudent to require that the offering statement be filed with and reviewed by the securities regulator.

No doubt, promoters also can "hype" an offering where investors are few in number. Sophisticated investors, however, are more likely to distinguish "hype" from "reality" and to demand the delivery of adequate disclosure. On the contrary, where investors are unsophisticated, such investors need to receive a basic information package. Nonetheless, due to the monetary costs incurred by issuers to generate a formal disclosure document, application of effectively implemented provisions directed against fraudulent practices may be deemed sufficient where the offering amount is relatively small.

An additional concern is that a supposed limited offering may be in reality a public one where purchasers of large holdings "dump" their securities on the market. If adequate information is not in the public domain, a distribution of securities will occur in contravention of investor protection and market integrity objectives. To ameliorate this situation, restrictions on resales may be considered, such as those relating to holding periods (for example, security must be held for a two-year period) and percentage of stock sold during a specified period (for
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70. See Marc I. Steinberg, Understanding Securities Law 39-57 (2d ed. 1996); see supra notes 65-67.


example, up to one percent of the issuer’s outstanding stock during a three-month period).73

A sound balance must be struck. Imposing overly stringent requirements on issuers and financial intermediaries in the limited offering setting will dissuade these participants from resorting to this capital-raising device. Nonetheless, there is legitimate concern that many investors in these types of offerings in emerging capital markets will be individual citizens who have relatively modest savings and limited financial sophistication. Loss of individual investors’ savings in speculative investments will have repercussions throughout the affected economy and therefore is a matter of serious concern.74

B. Institutional Investor Markets

Generally, institutional investors are financially sophisticated. They have the acumen, experience, personnel, and financial wherewithal to make astute investment decisions. They also have the leverage, particularly when acting in concert with other like investors, to induce the issuer to disclose sufficient information. Because there exists a level playing field in this context, there is good reason to allow the various participants to fend for themselves. Hence, arguably only rules relating to fraud need to be applied here.

Under this framework, an emerging securities market may seek to develop a stock exchange where solely institutional (or other sophisticated) investors having a specific net worth (such as U.S. $5 million) may participate. For each issuer that seeks to list its securities on the exchange, negotiations would ensue among the participants (the subject issuer, financial intermediaries, and prospective investors) concerning the degree of disclosure that the issuer would provide to the market on a periodic basis, with the issuer being contractually bound to comply with the negotiated terms. Alternatively, the exchange (or governmental regulator) may promulgate minimum disclosure guidelines that all listed companies must meet, while still enabling the parties to negotiate more rigorous requirements.

The prohibitions against fraud should apply in this setting. SRO or government overseers, therefore, would monitor occurrences of fraudulent practices and, depending on the framework adopted, help ensure compliance with applicable disclosure mandates. Procurement of the necessary fees from market participants to fund this mechanism should be attainable.


This framework should be attractive to market participants. Costs of raising capital for issuers are minimized. Qualified institutions can fend for themselves, negotiating the requisite degree of disclosure in both the initial and secondary markets as a condition for investing in the subject issuer. Mandated disclosure, if any, imposed by regulators is not overly burdensome. Surveillance directed against fraud remains within the purview of the SRO and government authorities.\textsuperscript{75}

C. Public Offerings

When issuers elect to tap unsophisticated investors for funds on a widespread basis, the need for disclosure and surveillance should prevail. Investors in these types of offerings normally are citizens of the country where the emerging securities market is situated. Being uninitiated investors, they more easily are induced to part with their funds on the basis of false hopes and outright lies. Although sound regulation cannot prevent the overly gullible from being manipulated, it can minimize the degree of investor intoxication enveloping such offerings.\textsuperscript{76}

Requiring sufficient disclosure and implementing adequate surveillance against fraud should deter sharp practices. If a regulatory authority has been established, the filing with such authority of the applicable disclosure documents transmitted to investors should be mandated.\textsuperscript{77} Application of a cost-benefit analysis in this context calls for these measures. Although capital raising may be impeded, this downside is outweighed by the realistic prospect that, absent use of these measures, a significant number of the country's citizenry will suffer financial harm (some of catastrophic magnitude). Such loss would redound to the applicable country's economic detriment in terms of both consumer spending power and savings. Indeed, for those individuals who were to incur severe financial loss, basic needs such as food and housing no longer may be afforded. Hence, unlike offerings made to sophisticated or foreign investors, a far greater likelihood of adverse economic consequences impacting on domestic affairs persists in this setting. Therefore, greater prudence should be demanded.\textsuperscript{78}

D. Secondary Markets

In order for an emerging securities market to prove successful, a sound secondary trading market must develop. Without the presence of a liquid secondary

\textsuperscript{75} See Marc I. Steinberg & Daryl L. Lansdale, Jr., Regulation S and Rule 144A: Creating a Workable Fiction in an Expanding Global Securities Market, 29 INT'L LAW. 43 (1995).


\textsuperscript{77} See Burke, supra note 22, at 579-84 (describing Estonia filing and solicitation requirements).

\textsuperscript{78} Hence, securities regulation is focused at problems "as old as the cupidity of sellers and the gullibility of buyers." 1 Louis Loss, Securities Regulation 3 (2d ed. 1961).
market that is efficient in pricing and maintaining basic standards of fair practice, sophisticated investors will be reluctant to participate.

To develop a sound secondary trading market, certain conditions must be met. First, there must be a sufficient number of buyers and sellers so that liquidity of investment is enhanced. Second, adequacy of disclosure is key to enable market participants to make informed investment decisions. Where the applicable market consists of solely sophisticated investors (normally institutions) having an impressive net worth, then the extent of disclosure called for may be subject to negotiation as a matter of contract between the issuer, financial intermediaries, and affected investors. The understanding reached should be enforceable as well by the subject exchange, with delisting of the issuer an alternative sanction for noncompliance. Third, financial intermediaries, such as broker-dealers, market-makers, and specialists, should exist in sufficient numbers with each having adequate capital to facilitate market liquidity. And, fourth, given the continual threat of abusive activity (for example, stock manipulation, insider trading, and undisclosed excessive brokerage commissions) as well as the lack of financial security (for example, failure by broker-dealers to have sufficient net capital or provide for accurate recording of trades), adequate surveillance and enforcement measures should be implemented.

Fulfillment of the foregoing conditions, of course, will not ensure the presence of an attractive secondary trading market. To induce foreign investment, the value of the securities purchased and the prospect for bountiful profit are key and, depending on the applicable market, may override other considerations. Moreover, cost considerations may prevent an emerging securities market from expending the resources necessary for an optimal secondary trading market to exist. Nonetheless, satisfaction of the above conditions normally should provide great impetus for facilitating the development of an effective secondary trading market.

VII. Overseeing Financial Intermediary Conduct—Indeed a Delicate Task

Financial intermediaries are essential players in capital markets. They provide needed liquidity, structuring of transactions, and, at times, capital to emerging securities markets. Their roles may range from an investment banker orchestrating a distribution of securities on behalf of an issuer to that of a broker acting as agent for its clientele to that of a dealer engaging in transactions for its own


80. See supra notes 21, 37, 72, 79.
Because of their function in the structuring and consummation of securities offerings, mergers, and acquisitions (euphemistically called deals), financial intermediaries (particularly investment bankers) frequently hold the "passkey." Phrased differently, financial intermediaries often control the red or green light to the successful completion and marketing of securities deals.  

With this power comes the risk of abuse. As alluded to previously, financial intermediaries may engage in improper conduct such as stock manipulation, insider trading, charging undisclosed excessive commissions, and a broad range of other unfair practices in contravention of what is known as the "shingle" theory. They also may run afoul of standards relating to financial integrity. Failure to retain adequate capital, accurately record trades, and provide effective settlement and clearing mechanisms will wreak havoc not only on the delinquent financial intermediary, but, if severe, upon the affected capital markets.  

Emerging securities markets therefore must oversee financial intermediary practices from both fraud and financial integrity perspectives. Definitive rules administered by the applicable regulator having sufficient enforcement powers should be effectuated. In this context, three key concepts are registration, oversight, and enforcement.  

Registration by such financial intermediaries as investment advisers, brokers, and dealers with the applicable government regulator or SRO should be mandated. Compulsory registration enables the regulator to qualify those meeting defined standards, acts as a tracking procedure for identifying subject intermediaries under its oversight authority, and serves as a fee-generating vehicle for costs incurred. These fees (as well as a tax levied on brokerage commissions) also may be used to establish a system of investor insurance to provide protection against catastrophe should a broker-dealer become insolvent or abscond from the jurisdiction with its customers' assets.  

To help ensure market integrity, oversight by the applicable regulator over financial intermediaries is crucial. Such broker-dealer, investment adviser, or other intermediary should be required to subscribe to enumerated rules of fair practice and financial integrity, file reports with the regulator detailing its compliance with capital adequacy standards, and be subject to inspections by SRO or government personnel for ascertaining its adherence to specified financial and
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84. See Janvey, supra note 72.
operational directives. Because of the adverse fallout that all too realistically may occur due to a broker-dealer’s insolvency or grossly abusive practices, the applicable regulator should assume an active oversight function in this setting.

To induce financial intermediaries to follow specified requirements and to redress instances of misconduct, the applicable regulator must have sufficient enforcement powers. The powers provided should cover the broad range of prospective noncompliance. For technical violations causing relatively little harm, entry of a cease and desist order should be appropriate for a first-time violator. For repeat violators and for more serious offenders, such as where fraud is perpetrated on certain clients or where a broker-dealer fails to carry sufficient net capital, heftier penalties are warranted. Examples include levying a significant monetary fine and suspending for a certain period of time the subject violator from engaging in certain (or all) of its business activities. For egregious violators or where there is a systematic breakdown throughout the organization, extreme measures may be necessary. In such circumstances, the regulator may seek to bar the violator from conducting business, have a receiver appointed to preserve assets, and pursue criminal prosecution.

Thus, the applicable regulator should have within its enforcement arsenal a wide array of weaponry, deploying the appropriate mechanisms to disarm its intended targets. Although granting such enforcement powers may lead to overzealousness on occasion, the dangers posed justify this risk. An efficiently run regulatory structure, containing levels of internal review by relatively detached personnel along with independent scrutiny by a judge or hearing examiner, should discourage much of the overreaching that otherwise might ensue. Moreover, in view of the tenuous situation that most emerging capital markets experience, there is widespread recognition that enforcement powers should be finely tuned and used only where clearly necessary. Otherwise, legitimate and well-heeled financial intermediaries will take their activities elsewhere, leaving the affected country without essential players in its capital market structure.

Irrespective of an emerging capital market’s adoption of relatively comprehensive procedures with respect to financial intermediaries situated within its borders, vigilance also needs to be directed at rogue cross-border broker-dealer practices. In today’s awesomely paced technological world, there exists the continual threat of fraud by financial intermediaries and other market participants from locations

86. See Burke, supra note 22, at 587-92 (describing Estonia’s requirements for licensing and regulating securities intermediaries).
87. See Bromberg & Lowenfels, supra note 37, § 5.7; Janvey, supra note 72, ¶¶ 4.01-02; Steinberg & Ferrara, supra note 21, §§ 2:17, 13:01-11.
abroad, having adverse ramifications in the affected emerging securities market. To help guard against such cross-border abuses, understandings of cooperation should be entered into with securities authorities from other nations. Pursuant to such understandings, each regulator should agree to provide law enforcement assistance and technological support to the other when a violation of its laws is perpetrated from the other’s jurisdiction. This mutuality of obligation approach, based on the concept of reciprocity, should ameliorate to some extent cross-border market abuses.

VIII. Conclusion

The foregoing discussion illustrates the difficult challenge facing emerging securities markets. To attract a continual flow of outside capital, such markets ordinarily must offer the realistic lure of attractive profit, implement a sufficiently credible regulatory framework to provide foreign institutional investors with some degree of comfort, and induce the participation of sophisticated financial intermediaries while engaging in delicate yet effective oversight. Certainly, this task is difficult at best.

Even for those emerging markets that seek to attract principally domestic sources of capital, tough issues must be addressed. While seeking to facilitate the development of an active securities exchange, perceptions will exist that the market should function without impediment and that regulation should play the role of nominal bystander. In this context, however, proliferation of abusive practices impacts directly on the affected country’s citizenry. Severe losses suffered by its investor-citizens may spell economic disaster in terms of diminished consumer spending power and even inability to purchase essential goods on the same level as before the debacle. Hence, sensitive benefit/loss assessments must be made. The balance struck should involve considerations that focus on promoting capital formation, facilitating the presence of a viable securities market, and providing some meaningful protection for its citizen-investors against the specter of rampant securities market fraud.

Determinations also should be made by emerging capital markets with respect to specific market abuses and corporate control transactions. For example, statutes and rules may be prescribed relating to insider trading practices as well as mergers and acquisitions. The specificity and detail of the approach adopted
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with respect to such practices and events will reflect policy considerations as well as perceptions of acceptable business conduct.

To help ensure periodic review of the framework then in place, institution of "sunset" provisions may be incorporated in statutes and regulations. Such an approach may be useful for emerging capital markets that foresee incremental change. While not foreclosing in any way revision of applicable statutes and regulations at an earlier point, "sunset" provisions seek to compel reconsideration of the existing framework by a specified date in the future. However, the huge drawback attendant to such a timed review is the risk that the governing authorities will be concerned with more pressing priorities, or a different climate will prevail in the legislature, thereby causing insufficient attention to be focused on the issue. Indeed, if preoccupied with more urgent matters, the legislature may allow the applicable statutes to lapse, leaving no governing law in existence. This prospect should give one pause before endorsing the use of sunset provisions.

Irrespective of the contours of the system in place for an emerging securities market, a frequently important criterion impacting on ultimate success or failure is whether the various participants lend their support. Without receiving such approbation from affected constituencies, the road to success may be far too arduous. Enabling key players to provide input, engage in dialogue, and reach consensus will facilitate their acceptance of the system. By having a perceived stake in this framework, hopefully they will be more receptive to work toward its success. Thus, emerging securities markets embark on a difficult journey. Persuading affected constituencies to embrace the framework adopted represents for many emerging securities markets a critical determinant.